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the nuendo 3 interface is easy to learn and is more intuitive than before. i
couldnt be bothered using the help facility at all, and when i did find things i

needed to know, the help and support system was very good. one thing i
wouldnt recommend is going to help to find out how to do something that

youre sure you have done before, because it is entirely too easy to spend 20
minutes trying to work out what is going on. the help system is also very

slow to load, which is frustrating if youre waiting for a project to load before
you can start working on it. the nuendo 3 interface is also a lot more

consistent across platforms than the previous versions of nuendo and of
nuendo pro, but in that it doesnt use the same interface on both platforms.
in particular, the mac interface is very different from the windows interface
in that, for example, the navigation view doesnt have the same features,
and the panel layout is completely different. if youre a mac user with a
previous version of nuendo, youll need to install the steinberg driver for

nuendo 3 on the mac, because you cant open a nuendo 3 project on a mac
without the driver. if youve also installed the pro tools plug-in bridge on the
mac, you can open nuendo 3 projects from the mac as well as windows. so,

having installed the steinberg driver, you could use nuendo on both
platforms without the need for any further software. here are some of the

things that work in nuendo 3. as mentioned above, you can add insert
effects to fx channels, which means that you no longer need an insert effect

to insert a reverb or delay effect into a fx channel. you can also mix a
number of insert effects onto the same fx channel, and the insert effect is
added automatically if you drag the fx channel out of the reverb, delay or

stereo/mono mixer object.
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finally, the instrument editor is
quite a bit easier to use than in
previous nuendo versions. here
you can see that steinberg has

done an exceptional job at
providing a consistent and
intuitive user interface. the
function menu options are a
little different to the ones ive

come to expect from steinbergs
products, but that doesnt

matter much. the design is
based on a solid foundation of
usability, and the functions are

easy to understand and the
functions are intuitive to use.
the big change in nuendo 4 is
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the new sample editor, and the
automation, which has seen the
most improvement. the sample

editor window has been
redesigned, with a new tabbed
interface that incorporates the
layout and functions of cubases

sample editor. the sample
editor functions are all carried
over from nuendo 3.x, with the
exception of the new functions

described earlier, which are
quite useful. for example, the
new function add missing clips

can be used to add missing
audio clips to a project. the
sample editor can also add

markers for the start and end of
one or more clips, which are

useful for marking the start and
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end of a loop or regions. there
is also a new function called
delete missing clips. delete
missing clips is a standard
function in most daws, but
nuendo has always had the
ability to delete audio clips.
now you can also find and
remove them, if theyre not

needed. moving on to the edit
tab in the project window, there
are some new, useful functions.
a new function called paste is

the same as the one in daws. it
lets you paste the contents of a

file into the current project
window. while it may look

similar, you should note that
the paste file dialogs that

nuendo uses is much different
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to the one that cubase 3.x uses.
i think this is one of the reasons

why cubase 3.x did not see a
huge uptake in the market from

nuendo. 5ec8ef588b
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